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Abstract

The bombesin-like peptides gastrin releasing peptide (GRP) and neu-

romedin B are found in the submucosal and myenteric plexuses of the
human gastrointestinal tract. These peptides are potent mitogens to Swiss
3T3 fibroblasts and are important autocrine growth factors in human
small cell lung cancer cells. We have recently described the presence of
receptors for the bombesin-like peptide, GRP, on the human gastric can

cer cell line St42. In this study, we examined fresh resected gastric cancer
and uninvolved mucosa from 23 patients for the presence of binding sites
to the bombesin-like peptides. Thirteen of 23 gastric cancers expressed

high affinity binding sites for bombesin (mean K(l = 3.42 IIM:mean H,,,.,x
= 40.5 pmol/mg protein), of which 12 were subsequently characterized and
found to be of the GRP-preferring subtype. One of 23 mucosa! samples

specifically bound bombesin and was the only sample from a patient with
MÃ©nÃ©trier'sdisease, a disorder of mucosal growth known to be premalig-

nant. The early gastric cancer from this patient also possessed high affinity
binding sites for GRP. This is the first description of binding sites to
bombesin-like peptides on human gastric cancer and MÃ©nÃ©trier'smucosa.

The role of bombesin/GRP antagonists in the treatment of gastric cancer
warrants investigation.

Introduction

Gastric cancer is estimated to be the second most common cancer
in the world (1). In the United Kingdom it is the fourth most common
cause of cancer death in both men and women, with an incidence of
270 cases per million population in men and 167 cases per million
population in women, diagnosed each year (2). The pathogenesis of
gastric cancer remains elusive and therapeutic options limited. Bom
besin is a peptide originally extracted from the skin of the European
discoglossid frog Bombina bombino (3) and possessed profound bio
logical potency in mammals. This led to the discovery of the "mam
malian bombesins" GRP5 (4) and NMB (5). In the human gastroin

testinal tract GRP is found at highest concentrations in the fundus,
antrum, and pylorus of the stomach and in the pancreas. Three recep
tors for the bombesin-like peptides have been described and cloned:
the GRP-preferring subtype (GRP receptor) (6), found in the gut from
the esophagus to the rectum (reviewed in Ref. 7); the NMB-preferring

subtype (NMB receptor) (8), present in the esophageal muscularis
mucosa (5); and bombesin receptor subtype 3 present in the testis and
lung cancer (small cell lung cancer and non-small cell lung cancer)

cell lines, but not in the rat gastrointestinal tract (9). In the gut GRP
and NMB regulate gut motility, cause secretion of large numbers of
enteric peptide hormones, stimulate exocrine secretion from the pan-
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creas (reviewed in Ref. 7), and have been shown to promote chemi
cally induced gastric cancer in rats (10). In addition, these peptides are
known to be important in the autocrine growth of a number of human
small cell lung cancer cell lines (11) and have been implicated in the
pathogenesis of other solid malignancies, for example colon cancer
(12). Previous work in our laboratory demonstrated bombesin recep
tors of the GRP-preferring subtype on a human gastric cancer cell line,

St42 (13). In this study we have investigated human gastric cancer
tissue and gastric mucosa for the presence of high affinity binding
sites for bombesin-like peptides.

Materials and Methods

Tissue Collection

Immediately upon excision of the stomach for histologically proven gastric
adenocarcinoma approximately 50% of the tumor was removed, ensuring that
the edge of the tumor was left intact and that the full thickness of the tumor was
not removed. A strip of macroscopically normal gastric mucosa, from the
corpus or antrum, distant from the tumor was dissected free from the under
lying submucosa. Small samples of both cancer and mucosa were sent for
routine histology. The remainder of the excised tumor and mucosa were then
cut into small pieces and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. The specimens were
then stored at -70Â°C until required.

Tissue Processing

Tissue samples, all less than 1 year old, stored as above, were powdered in
liquid nitrogen using a department-made piston gun. Powdered tissue not used
immediately was restored in sealed containers at -70Â°C for subsequent use.

Membrane Preparation

To assay for the presence of bombesin receptors 0.2 g of powdered tissue
was taken and placed in 12 ml of ice cold homogenization buffer (300 HIM
sucrose-1 HIM ethylene glycol-bis(ÃŸ-aminoethyl ether)N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic

acid- 100 Kallikrein inhibiting units/ml aprotinin-25 mMTris, pH 7.5) and then

homogenized, on ice, for 5 x 5 s at maximum speed using an Ultraturax T25

homogenizer (Janke and Kunkel, The Scientific Instrument Centre Limited,
Liverpool, United Kingdom). The homogenate was then centrifuged at 500 g
for 10 min at 4Â°Cin a Mistral 3000E MSE centrifuge to precipitate any tissue

debris, undisrupted cells, and cell nuclei. The supernatant was removed and
centrifuged at 70,000 g for 45 min at 4Â°Cin a Beckman L5-65B ultracentri-

fuge to pellet the membrane fraction. The resulting pellet was resuspended in
150-300 (Â¿Imembrane buffer (50 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-l-piperazineethane-
sulfonic acid-KOH buffer, pH 7.4, plus 10 mM MgCl2, 0.01% bacitracin, 200

Kallikrein inhibiting units/ml aprotinin) and the protein concentration deter
mined by the method of Bradford (14). The protein concentration of the
resulting membrane preparation was then adjusted using membrane buffer to a
standard concentration of 5 mg/ml. All membranes were prepared fresh for use
the same day.

Binding Assays

Screening Tissue for Bombesin Binding Sites. One hundred /1u of tumor/
mucosal membrane protein, prepared as above, were incubated with 125I-Tyr4-

bombesin (approximately 200 pM; Du Pont Ltd., Stevenage, United Kingdom)
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alone (total bound) or with 1 X 10 6 Mbombesin (Bachern United Kingdom,

Ltd., Saffron Waiden, United Kingdom) (nonspecific bound) in incubation
buffer (membrane buffer plus 40 fig/ml bestatin and 0.02% bovine serum
albumin) in a reaction volume of 100 /xl, with each point performed in sex-
tuplets. The incubation was for 60 min at 37Â°C,after which time the reaction

was stopped by the addition of 500 jil of ice cold 0.9% NaCl solution. The
tubes were then rapidly centrifuged in a microcentaur centrifuge for 2 min at
13,000 g, and the pellet was rapidly washed with ice-cold 0.9% NaCl solution

and counted on a Cobra II gamma counter.
Characterization and Subtype Determination. In samples where suffi

cient tissue was available standard displacement assays were performed using
bombesin, gastrin releasing peptide, and neuromedin B as competitors over the
concentration range 1 X IO"6 M to 1 X 10"" M,using the above method, but

each point performed in triplicate. The coefficient of variation of triplicates
was <10%.

Data Analysis

Total binding was defined as radioligand bound in the absence of competi
tors and specific binding as the maximum displaceable binding by the com
petitor under investigation, within the defined concentration range. Specific
binding by gastrin releasing peptide and neuromedin B was expressed as a
percentage of the radioligand displaced by 1 X 10~ft M BBS (% specifically

bound). For standard displacement assays the mean (Â±SEM) of the percentage
of specific bound, plotted against the concentration of competitor, enabled
calculation of the IC5I) for each peptide. Scatchard analysis was performed
to determine binding characteristics in terms of binding affinity (KÂ¿)and
maximum binding capacity.

Results

Pathological Details

General. Tissue was obtainedfrom 16 male and 7 female patients
with a median age of 73.5 years (range, 48-87 years). The sites of the
tumors were 12 antral, 7 body, and 4 cardia/gastroesophageal junction.
All tumors were adenocarcinoma when examined histologically. The
stage of tumors varied from T,N,>Mnto T3N3M, (Table 1).

Cancer. Cancertissue obtainedfrom the above patientswas sub
jected to routine histology by one histopathologist. The details are
demonstrated in Table 1.

Mucosa. Mucosaobtainedfromthe 23 patientswith gastriccancer
was subjected to routine histopathology by one histopathologist to
ensure that none of the mucosa contained cancer tissue. The informa
tion is displayed in Table 2. One patient, a 73-year-old male, was
found to have MÃ©nÃ©trier'sdisease and an early gastric cancer.

Specific Binding of I25l-Tyr4-bombesin to Human Gastric Cancer

and Uninvolved Mucosa

Displaceable binding was present in 13 of the cancer samples (57%
of cases) and in 1mucosal sample (4% of cases). Sufficient tissue was
available for binding characterization and subtype determination upon

Table 1 Demographic data and histology of cancer tissue
TNM staging performed according to the AJC recommendations (Ref. 15); "intestinal"

and "diffuse" refer to the Lauren classification of gastric cancer (Ref. 16)

Bombesin binding

Table 2 Histological data on uninvolved gastric mucosa

NumberAge
[median (range) inyr]Sex

(male/female)Site
(antrum/corpus/cardia)TNM

stage(range)StageIntestinal/diffuseDifferentiaiton

(well/moderate/poor)Positive1373

(57-83)9/48/3/2T,NnM(j-TiN2M,I-IVA9/44/2/7Negative1073.5(48-87)7/34/4/2T,N,,M,,-T,N,M,II-1VA5/4"3/0/7

NormalChronic
gastritisWith
atrophyWith

intestinal metaplasiaSiteAntrum032"1Corpus31863
1One patient with MÃ©nÃ©trier'sdisease.

120

-10 -9 -8
log 10[BOMBESIN] (M)

-7

" One cancer could not be classified as either intestinal or diffuse.

Fig. 1. Displacement of 125I-Tyr4-BBS by BBS on human gastric cancer tissue. Mem

brane preparations from human gastric cancer tissue were screened for the presence of
BBS binding sites. Results shown are the mean (Â±SEM) of the 13 binding site positive
cancers. Inset, a representative Scatchard plot of the displacement data from one assay.

12 of 13 bombesin receptor positive cancer samples. Bombesin bind
ing to all gastric cancer samples was to specific, high affinity sites, as
in Fig. 1 [IC5(, = 3.5 (Â±0.5) HM,Kj = 3.42 (Â±0.41) DM,and
maximum number of binding sites = 40.5 (Â±17.9) pmol/mg protein].

Binding of Bombesin-like Peptides to Binding Sites in Human

Gastric Cancer

Displacement assays performed upon the 12 bombesin binding site
positive gastric cancers using bombesin, gastrin releasing peptide, and
neuromedin B revealed that the relative affinities of these three pep-
tides for the binding site were BBS > GRP Â» NMB (Fig. 2). The
IC50s, derived from Fig. 2, quantify this difference in affinity: BBS
[3.5 (Â±0.5) HM],GRP [7.5 (Â±3.9) HM],and NMB [300.1 (Â±70.9) HM]
(mean Â±SEM of the 10 samples in which an IC50was achieved by
1 X 10~6MNMB).

Discussion

We have demonstrated high affinity binding sites for a bombesin-
like peptide on human gastric cancer tissue and on the mucosa from
a patient with MÃ©nÃ©trier'sdisease and an early gastric cancer. Other

uninvolved mucosa did not demonstrate binding sites for bombesin-
like peptides.

It is known that within the gastric mucosa a subpopulation of cells,
the G-cells, express receptors for GRP, demonstrated on cell prepa
rations enriched in gastrin cells (17). Our experiments failed to dem
onstrate the presence of these receptors on the antral mucosa exam
ined. We assume the explanation is that there are relatively few
G-cells compared to the large numbers of other epithelial cells within
our tissue samples. In many gastric cancers, and on the MÃ©nÃ©trier's

mucosa, there appears to be a relative overexpression of the binding
sites for bombesin-like peptide, enabling detection of these receptors
by specific radioligand binding assays. The undetectable levels of
binding sites to bombesin-like peptides on normal mucosa, but their
presence on the hyperproliferative MÃ©nÃ©trier'smucosa and the ma-
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Fig. 2. Standard displacement curves for human gastric cancer tissue. 125I-Tyr4-BBS

displaced by the competitors BBS (X). GRP (â€¢),and NMB (A) over the concentration
range 1 X It)-'1 Mto 1 X KT6 M. Results shown are the mean (Â±SEM) of the 13 gastric

cancers for BBS. and 12 of 13 gastric cancers for GRP and NMB.

lignant tissue of 57% of gastric cancers, suggests that overexpression
of these binding sites may be an important step in the malignant
transformation of gastric mucosa.

There are several possible mechanisms by which GRP receptors
could result in mitogenesis in premalignant gastric mucosa and gastric
cancer. The effect may be direct; GRP has known mitogenic properties
in Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts and in human small cell lung cancer. It is
present within the gut wall, at highest levels within the stomach, and
the overexpression of receptors may be all that is required to respond
to an already present peptide with mitogenic potential. It has been
demonstrated that in the human pancreatic cancer cell line, MiaPaCa2,
BBS causes up-regulation of the EOF receptor by phosphorylating the
receptor protein (18). This indirect mechanism of action may make the
gastric mucosa/cÃ¡ncer more sensitive to the peptide growth factors
such as EGF and TGFa. The overexpression of TGFa can produce all
the histolÃ³gica! features of MÃ©nÃ©trier'sdisease, as demonstrated by

elegant MT-TGFa transgenic mice studies (19). It is also known that

many gastric cancers express EGF receptors, and that in certain hu
man gastric cancer cell lines, including St42, a mitogenic response is
present to TGFa/EGF (20). BBS also results in release of a wide range
of enteric peptides which may also play a role in regulating gastric
mucosal proliferation.

The presence of detectable high affinity binding sites to GRP on
gastric cancer but not on surrounding mucosa may provide new thera
peutic options in the treatment of over 50% of gastric cancers. A
number of stable, high affinity BBS/GRP antagonists are currently
available as research tools and may be exploited to inhibit the possible
mitogenic effects of GRP on gastric cancer. This possibility requires
examination in animal models. In addition, we have previously shown
that the BBS/GRP receptor-ligand complex is rapidly internalized in
the human gastric cancer cell line St42/' If this process also occurs in

gastric cancer tisssue then it may be possible to exploit this process by
linking a cellular toxin to a stable BBS-analogue enabling selective

' Unpublished data.

targeting of tumor cells. Finally, coupling a BBS-analogue to a radio-

label may be useful in detecting occult mÃ©tastasesfrom a receptor
positive gastric cancer. Clearly the gastric cancer GRP-binding site

warrants further study.
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